Affordable, easy to use and virtually maintenance-free, the R/P 9000 is the clean and simple choice. Disposable toner cartridge houses all key printing components in one unit. Each time you replace the cartridge, you’re essentially getting the “guts” of a new machine -- and without the mess of adding toner and emptying waste bottles. The 9000 is available with a wide assortment of lenses and accessories.

XRPRF Roll Carrier 50 Open Spool Manual
16mm Rollfilm Attachment sold separately.
Unit standard with 4” x 6” carrier.
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Eye Com R/P 9000
Plain Paper Reader/Printer

- High-performance printer produces sharp, high contrast prints
- Features include image rotation, interchangeable lenses and front-mounted controls for maximum convenience and versatility.
- Lightweight and compact, the R/P 9000 is truly a desktop reader/printer.

Your Eye Com Dealer is:

SPECIFICATIONS

Screen Size: COM: 8-5/8"H x 11-13/16"W (220mm x 300mm)
Projection System: Rear
Indexing: Interchangeable grids (24X, 42X, 48X)
Color: Beige
Print Process: R/P Cartridge System, single component dry toner projection development system
Paper Supply: 50-sheet external tray
Effective Printing Area: A4, 8-1/4" x 11-11/16" (210mm x 297mm) and/or Letter 8-1/2" x 11" (216mm x 279mm)
Warm-up Time: 24 seconds
Print Speed: 4 pages/minute


Dimensions: 22-3/8"H x 18"W x 28-1/8"D (568mm x 457mm x 715mm)
Weight: 62 lbs. (28kg) Uncrated
94 lbs. (43kg) Crated

Lamp: DDF, 56W, 17V Eye Com
60W, 17V Canon

Certification: UL/CSA

Accessories: Interchangeable Lenses, Roll Carrier 50 Open Spool 16mm Rollfilm Attachment, Electronic Masking Kit, Zoom Lenses, Coin Boxes, Dustcover, Light Shield, Turntable, Print Counter

Application: Source or COM from Microfiche 16mm Rollfilm

Carrier: Standard: 4" x 6" automatic opening
Optional: 4"x6" Aperture Card automatic opening

Modes: Negative Only

Electrical: 120V, 60Hz only